According to a recent paper [BOPT13], polynomials from the closure PHD 3 of the Principal Hyperbolic Domain PHD 3 of the cubic connectedness locus have a few specific properties. The family CU of all polynomials with these properties is called the Main Cubioid. In this paper we describe the set CU c of laminations which can be associated to polynomials from CU.
Introduction
1.1. Motivation. The complex quadratic family is the family of all polynomials P c (z) = z 2 + c (any quadratic polynomial is Möbiusconjugate to some P c (z)). An important role in studying this family is played by the connectedness locus M 2 (also called the Mandelbrot set) consisting of all c such that the corresponding Julia set J Pc is connected. The central part of M 2 is the Principal Hyperbolic Domain PHD 2 in the parameter space, i.e. the set of numbers c ∈ C such that P c has an attracting fixed point. Its closure CA is called the Main Cardioid (of the Mandelbrot set). A combinatorial model M c 2 of M 2 , due to Thurston [Thu85] , implies a combinatorial model CA c of CA; we call CA c the Combinatorial Main Cardioid.
The degree d connectedness locus (also called the degree d Mandelbrot set) M d is the space of all polynomials of degree d with connected Julia sets modulo affine conjugacies: an affine conjugacy class of polynomials (or the corresponding point in a parameter space) belongs to M d if polynomials from this class have connected Julia sets (equivalently, have no escaping critical points). In what follows when talking about classes of polynomials we always mean their affine conjugacy classes. Given a polynomial P , we denote its class by [P ] . The Principal Hyperbolic Domain PHD d in M d consists of all classes of hyperbolic polynomials with Julia set homeomorphic to a circle (equivalently, a class of polynomial P is in PHD d if all critical points of P are in the immediate basin of attraction of some attracting fixed point). An important question then is to describe the set of all classes of polynomials which belong to the closure PHD d of PHD d . Here we address this question for d = 3 (i.e., in the cubic case).
The structure of the cubic Mandelbrot set M 3 or some parts of it have been studied by many authors. Lavaurs [Lav89] proved that M 3 is not locally connected. Epstein and Yampolsky [EY99] proved that the bifurcation locus in the space of real cubic polynomials is not locally connected either. This makes the problem of defining a reasonable combinatorial model of M 3 very delicate. Buff and Henriksen [BH01] presented copies of quadratic Julia sets, including Julia sets which are not locally connected, in slices of M 3 ; however, these copies are disjoint from the closure of PHD 3 . In his thesis, Faught [F92] considered the slice A of M 3 consisting of polynomials with a fixed critical point and showed that A contains countably many homeomorphic copies of M 2 and is locally connected everywhere else. In particular, A intersects the boundary of PHD 3 along a Jordan curve.
Roesch [Roe06] generalized Faught's results to higher degrees. Zakeri [Zak99] described some important Jordan curves in the boundary of PHD 3 , whose points are represented by polynomials with both critical points on the boundary of the same Siegel disk. Milnor [Mil92] gave a classification of hyperbolic components in M d ; in particular, he proved a universality result that allows one to reduce the topology of many hyperbolic components to that of PHD 3 . In a recent paper [PT09] , Petersen and Tan Lei introduced an analytic coordinate system on PHD 3 that reflects dynamical properties of the corresponding polynomials. The authors planned a sequel [PRT] to this paper, in which the boundary of PHD 3 would be discussed. After the main results of our paper had been obtained, we discovered that our work may have some overlap with [PRT] .
1.2. Laminations. Thurston [Thu85] gave a combinatorial model for the entire Mandelbrot set. It has been conjectured that the Mandelbrot set is homeomorphic to Thurston's model; in fact, this conjecture is equivalent to the local connectivity of M 2 . Although a global homeomorphism is not known, some parts of the Mandelbrot set can be shown to be homeomorphic to the corresponding parts of the model. For example, CA is homeomorphic to CA c , and both sets are homeomorphic to the closed disk (see, e.g., [CG02] ).
For higher degree Mandelbrot sets M d even a conjectural description of models in the spirit of [Thu85] is missing. As the simplest polynomials are those from PHD d , to begin with it is natural to model PHD d . To solve this problem in the cubic case, in the present paper we study individual polynomials from PHD 3 and describe their models. A standard approach to such models for complex polynomials of any degree is based on the notion of a lamination.
Define σ d : S 1 → S 1 as σ d (z) = z d . We identify S 1 with R/Z; in this parametrization σ d (t) = td mod 1. Given a polynomial P with locally connected Julia set J P , one can associate to P its lamination ∼ P , i.e. an equivalence relation on S 1 which identifies arguments at infinity if and only if their external rays land at the same point of J P . Then σ d maps ∼ P -classes onto ∼ P -classes, and the restriction of σ d onto ∼ Pclasses has specific properties coming from the fact that P is a branched covering map of the plane (one says that ∼ P is invariant under the map σ d ). It is well-known that ∼ P -classes are finite. The equivalence relation ∼ P generates the topological Julia set J ∼ P = S 1 /∼ P with the map f ∼ P : J ∼ P → J ∼ P induced by σ d . The map f ∼ P models P in the sense that P | J P is conjugate to f ∼ P | J∼ P .
Similarly, one can define a σ d -invariant lamination ∼ abstractly, with no polynomials involved (a lamination ∼ is σ d -invariant if σ d maps ∼-classes onto ∼-classes, and the restriction of σ d onto ∼-classes has other specific properties, see Definitions 2.1 and 2.2). We also require that all ∼-classes be finite. This gives rise to the topological Julia set J ∼ = S 1 / ∼, the filled-in topological Julia set K ∼ , and the topological polynomial f ∼ : J ∼ → J ∼ induced by σ d . Bounded components of C\J ∼ are called Fatou domains (the unbounded complementary domain is called the unbounded Fatou domain). Let p ∼ be the quotient map from S 1 to J ∼ ; one extends p ∼ over the plane by setting the equivalence class of a point z ∈ C \ S 1 to be the singleton {z} if z is not contained in the convex hull of a class of ∼, and to be the convex hull of a class of ∼ if z belongs to this convex hull. Non-degenerate ∼-classes map by p ∼ to cutpoints of J ∼ (a cutpoint of a connected set A is a point a such that A \ a is not connected). In what follows when talking about cutpoints we always mean cutpoints of the Julia set which we consider.
It is known that connected Julia sets may be non-locally connected. Moreover, there are polynomials P such that any monotone map φ from J P onto a locally connected continuum must collapse J P to a point (see, e.g., [BO10] ); a monotone map is a map such that all its pointpreimages are continua. Hence if the topology of the Julia set is complicated, it is difficult to associate it with a lamination (see also [Kiw04] and [BCO08] ). To avoid complications caused by the above, we adopt the following approach when talking about laminations corresponding to polynomials from PHD 3 . By [BOPT13] polynomials from PHD 3 have specific properties. If a polynomial with these properties has a locally connected Julia set then its lamination must have analogous properties. In this paper we describe all such laminations.
1.3. The cubioid. Theorem A describes properties of polynomials in PHD d . Theorem A ( [BOPT13] ). If [P ] ∈ PHD d then P has a fixed nonrepelling point, no repelling periodic cutpoints, and at most one nonrepelling periodic point with multiplier different from 1.
A polynomial P with [P ] ∈ PHD 3 , can have only one or two nonrepelling cycles. One of the non-repelling cycles must be a fixed point (indeed, as we approximate P with polynomials g, whose classes belong to PHD 3 , the attracting fixed points of g converge to some non-repelling fixed point of P ). If there is a non-repelling cycle of period greater than 1 then by Theorem A this cycle must have multiplier 1. Moreover, all fixed neutral points of f but one must have multiplier 1.
Definition 1.1. The cubioid CU is defined as the set of all classes of cubic polynomials P such that P has a fixed non-repelling point, no repelling periodic cutpoints and at most one non-repelling periodic point of f with multiplier different from 1.
Slightly abusing notation, in what follows we will often talk about polynomials meaning classes represented by these polynomials. Thus, P ∈ CU means that P is a polynomial such that [P ] ∈ CU. Now, if P ∈ CU and J P is locally connected then its lamination ∼ P has specific properties forced by the fact that P ∈ CU; they are listed in Lemma 1.3. Let ∼ be a σ d -invariant lamination. By an edge of the planar convex hull Ch(A) ⊂ D of a closed subset A ⊂ S 1 we mean a circle chord in the boundary of Ch(A). By an edge of a ∼-class we mean an edge of the convex hull of that class. A Fatou gap is the p ∼preimage of the closure of a Fatou domain. An atom is either a point of J ∼ or the boundary of a Fatou domain. If U is a periodic Fatou domain of f ∼ of period n, then the restriction of f n ∼ to the boundary Bd(U ) of U is conjugate either to an irrational rotation or to σ k with some k > 1. Definition 1.2 (Rotational sets and numbers). If g is a periodic nondegenerate ∼-class of period n, then by properties of laminations the action of σ d on points of g is conjugate (by an orientation preserving conjugacy) to the action of a rigid rotation R ρ by a rational angle ρ on a finite R ρ -invariant subset of S 1 . The number ρ is then called the rotation number of g.
A periodic Fatou domain U of J ∼ of period n such that f n ∼ | Bd(U ) is conjugate to an irrational rotation on S 1 by an angle ρ is called a Siegel domain while ρ is called the rotation number of U (or of Bd(U )). Otherwise f n ∼ | Bd(U ) is conjugate to a map σ k with some k > 1 and U is called a Fatou domain of degree k; the p ∼ -preimages of Fatou domains are called Fatou gaps.
Finite periodic ∼-classes with non-zero rotation number and p ∼preimages of boundaries of periodic Siegel domains are called rotational sets (gaps). We call p ∼ -images of rotational sets rotational atoms (thus, rotational atoms are either periodic cutpoints of J ∼ at which the map exhibits rotation, or boundaries of periodic Siegel domains).
In the following lemma, the vertex period of a periodic edge is the period of its vertices. Lemma 1.3. If P ∈ CU has locally connected Julia set then the lamination ∼ P has at most one rotational periodic set (hence this set must be fixed ). Moreover, each periodic non-degenerate ∼ P -class G has a cycle of edges of vertex period n at which a Fatou gap of period n is attached to G.
Proof. Let g be a rotational periodic set of ∼ P . If g is finite, it corresponds to a rotational periodic point x ∈ J P , and, by Theorem A, the point x is parabolic with multiplier different from 1. If g is infinite, then by definition g is a periodic Siegel gap which, since J P is locally connected, corresponds to a periodic Siegel Fatou domain of P which contains a periodic Siegel point. Now from Theorem A it follows that g is unique. This implies the first claim of the lemma. Since each periodic non-degenerate ∼ P -class G must correspond to a parabolic periodic point, the second claim follows.
Definition 1.4. The Combinatorial Main Cubioid CU c is the set of all cubic laminations ∼ with at most one rotational periodic (hence fixed) set and such that each periodic non-degenerate ∼-class G has a cycle of edges of vertex period n at which a Fatou gap of period n is attached to G.
In this paper we classify all laminations in CU c . We postpone precise statements until all the necessary terminology is introduced; here we only give a heuristic description of laminations from CU c . Namely, basically a lamination ∼ from CU c can be thought of as a result of a two-step (or one-step) process. First, an invariant Fatou gap U is created on which σ 3 is two-to-one, and the resulting lamination ∼ consists of U and its pullbacks. This could be the end of the process of creating a lamination from CU c . However it could also happen that afterwards the gap U is (weakly) tuned (see Definition 3.19 and Definition 3.20) by a quadratic lamination from the Combinatorial Main Cardioid (since σ 3 | U ′ is semiconjugate to σ 2 by a map collapsing all edges of U , it is easy to define tuning in this setting). We show that basically this mechanism describes all laminations from CU c .
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Preliminaries
Let a, b ∈ S 1 . By [a, b], (a, b), etc, we mean the appropriate positively oriented circle arcs from a to b, and by |I| the length of an arc I in S 1 normalized so that the length of S 1 is 1.
2.1. Laminations. Let D be the open unit disk, and C the Riemann sphere. For a compactum X ⊂ C, let U ∞ (X) be the unbounded component of C \ X. There exists a Riemann map Ψ X : C \ D → U ∞ (X); we always normalize it so that Ψ X (∞) = ∞ and Ψ ′ X (z) tends to a positive real limit as z → ∞.
Consider a polynomial P of degree d 2 with Julia set J P and filled-in Julia set K P . Extend z d : C → C to a map θ d on C. If J P is connected then Ψ J P = Ψ : C \ D → U ∞ (K P ) is such that Ψ • θ d = P • Ψ on the complement of the closed unit disk [DH85, Mil00] . If J P is locally connected, then Ψ extends to a continuous function
and Ψ • θ d = P • Ψ on the complement of the open unit disk; thus, we obtain a continuous surjection Ψ : Bd(D) → J P (the Carathéodory loop). Identify S 1 = Bd(D) with R/Z. Let J P be locally connected, and set ψ = Ψ| S 1 . Define an equivalence relation ∼ P on S 1 by x ∼ P y if and only if ψ(x) = ψ(y), and call it the (σ d -invariant) lamination of P . Equivalence classes of ∼ P are pairwise unlinked : their Euclidian convex hulls are disjoint. The topological Julia set S 1 / ∼ P = J ∼ P is homeomorphic to J P , and the topological polynomial f ∼ P : J ∼ P → J ∼ P is topologically conjugate to P | J P . One can extend the conjugacy between P | J P and f ∼ P : J ∼ P → J ∼ P to a conjugacy on the entire plane.
An equivalence relation ∼ on the unit circle, with similar properties as ∼ P above, can be introduced abstractly without any reference to the Julia set of a complex polynomial.
Definition 2.1 (Laminations). An equivalence relation ∼ on the unit circle S 1 is called a lamination if it has the following properties:
then the open straight line segments in C with endpoints t 1 , t 2 and t 3 , t 4 are disjoint; (E3) each equivalence class of ∼ is totally disconnected.
Definition 2.2 (Laminations and dynamics). A lamination
for a class g, the set σ d (g) is a class too; (D2) for any ∼-class g, the map σ d : g → σ d (g) extends to S 1 as an orientation preserving covering map such that g is the full preimage of σ d (g) under this covering map. (D3) all ∼-classes are finite.
Part (D2) of Definition 2.1 has an equivalent version. A (positively
Then (D2) is equivalent to the fact that for a ∼-class g either σ d (g) is a point or for each positively oriented hole (a, b) of g the positively oriented arc (σ d (a), σ d (b)) is a positively oriented hole of σ d (g).
For a σ d -invariant lamination ∼ we consider the topological Julia set S 1 / ∼= J ∼ and the topological polynomial f ∼ : J ∼ → J ∼ induced by σ d . The quotient map p ∼ : S 1 → J ∼ extends to the plane with the only non-trivial fibers being the convex hulls of ∼-classes. Using Moore's Theorem, one can embed J ∼ into C and extend f ∼ to a branchedcovering map f ∼ : C → C of the same degree. The complement of the unbounded component of C \ J ∼ is called the filled-in topological Julia set and is denoted by K ∼ . If the lamination ∼ is fixed, we may omit ∼ from the notation. By default, we consider f ∼ as a self-mapping of J ∼ .
For points a, b ∈ S 1 , let ab be the (perhaps degenerate) chord with endpoints a and b.
Definition 2.3 (Leaves and gaps). If
A is a ∼-class, call an edge ab of Bd(Ch(A)) a leaf. All points of S 1 are also called (degenerate) leaves. The family L ∼ of all leaves of ∼ is called the geometric lamination (geolamination) generated by ∼. Leaves and gaps of L ∼ are called L ∼ -sets. Let L + ∼ be the union of all leaves of L ∼ . The closure of a non-empty
If G is a gap, we talk about edges of G; if G is a gap or leaf, we call the set G ′ = S 1 ∩ G the basis of G.
Extend σ d (keeping the notation) linearly over all individual chords in D, in particular over leaves of L ∼ . Note, that even though the extended σ d is not well defined on the entire disk, it is well defined on L + ∼ (as well as on every individual chord in the disk). A gap or leaf U is said to be (pre)periodic if σ m+k
If m above can be chosen to be 0, then U is called periodic. If U is (pre)periodic but not periodic then it is called preperiodic. Recall that Fatou gaps are defined in Definition 1.2; otherwise they can be defined as gaps with infinite basis. By [Kiw02] a Fatou gap G is (pre)periodic under σ d . Various types of gaps and domains correspond to various types of atoms of J ∼ ; as with gaps and domains, we keep the same terminology while replacing the word "gap" or "domain" by the word "atom". Thus, the boundary of a (periodic) Siegel domain is called a (periodic) Siegel atom, the boundary of a (periodic) Fatou domain of degree k is called a (periodic) Fatou atom of degree k etc.
Definition 2.4 (Critical leaves and gaps). A leaf of a lamination ∼ is called critical if its endpoints have the same image. A L ∼ -set G is said to be critical if σ d | G ′ is at least k-to-1 for some k > 1. E.g., a periodic Siegel gap is a non-critical ∼-set, on whose basis the first return map is not one-to-one because there must be critical leaves in the boundaries of gaps from its orbit. We define precritical and (pre)critical objects similarly to how (pre)periodic and preperiodic objects are defined above.
Geometric laminations.
The connection between laminations, understood as equivalence relations, and the original approach of Thurston's [Thu85] , can be explained once we introduce a few key notions. Assume that ∼ is a σ d -invariant lamination. Thurston studied collections of chords in D similar to L ∼ with no equivalence relation given.
Definition 2.5 (Geometric laminations, cf. [Thu85]
). A geometric prelamination L is a set of (possibly degenerate) chords in D such that any two distinct chords from L meet at most in a common endpoint; L is called a geometric lamination (geo-lamination) if all points of S 1 are elements of L, and ∪ L is closed. Elements of L are called leaves of L. The union of all leaves of L is denoted by L + . Definition 2.6 (Gaps of geo-laminations). Suppose that L is a geolamination. The closure of a non-empty component of D \ L + is called a gap of L. Thus, given a geo-lamination L we obtain a cover of D by gaps of L and (perhaps, degenerate) leaves of L which do not lie on the boundary of a gap of L (equivalently, are not isolated in D from either side). Leaves and gaps are called laminational sets or L-sets. Clearly, the intersection of two distinct L-sets is at most a leaf.
Definition 2.7 (Invariant geo-laminations, cf. [Thu85] ). A geometric lamination L is said to be an invariant geo-lamination of degree d if the following conditions are satisfied (recall that σ d is linearly extended over all chords of S 1 ):
(1) (Leaf invariance) For each leaf ℓ ∈ L, the set σ d (ℓ) is a (perhaps degenerate) leaf in L. For a non-degenerate leaf ℓ ∈ L, there are d pairwise disjoint leaves ℓ 1 , . . . ,
is a (possibly degenerate) leaf, or a gap of L, in which case σ d : Bd(G) → Bd(H) is a positively oriented composition of a monotone map and a covering map.
Note that some invariant geo-laminations are not generated by equivalence relations. We will use a special extension σ * d,L = σ * d of σ d to the closed unit disk associated with L. On S 1 and all leaves of L, we set σ * d = σ d (in Definition 2.3, σ d was extended over all chords in D, including leaves of L). Otherwise, define σ * d on the interiors of gaps using a standard barycentric construction (see [Thu85] ). Sometimes we lighten the notation and use σ d instead of σ * d . We will mostly use the map σ * d if L = L ∼ for some invariant lamination ∼.
2.3. Laminational sets and their basic properties. So far we have dealt with (geo-)laminations. However we also consider subsets of D which have the properties of leaves and gaps of geo-laminations while no actual geo-lamination is specified. A number of facts can be proven for such sets, and we establish some of them in this subsection.
Definition 2.8. Let f : X → X be a self-mapping of a set X. For a set G ⊂ X, let the return time (to G) of x ∈ G be the least positive integer n x with f nx (x) ∈ G, or infinity if there is no such integer. Set n = min y∈G n y , define the set D G = {x : n x = n}, and call the map f n : D G → G the remap (first return map of G). Similarly, we talk about refixed, reperiodic points (of a certain reperiod ), and reorbits of points in G.
E.g., if G is the boundary of a periodic Fatou domain of period n of a topological polynomial f ∼ , and images of G are all pairwise disjoint until f n ∼ (G) = G, then D G = G and the remap on D G = G is the same as f n ∼ . By the relative interior of a gap in the disk we mean its interior while the relative interior of a leaf is the leaf minus its endpoints. Definition 2.9. If A ⊂ S 1 is a closed set such that all the sets Ch(σ i d (A)) are pairwise disjoint, then A is called wandering. If there exists n 1 such that all the sets Ch(σ i d (A)), i = 0, . . . , n − 1 have pairwise disjoint relative interiors while σ n d (A) = A, then A is called periodic of period n. If there exists m > 0 such that all Ch(σ i d (A)), 0 i m + n − 1 have pairwise disjoint relative interiors and σ m (A) is periodic of period n, then we call A preperiodic. If A is wandering, periodic or preperiodic, and for every i 0 and every hole (a, b) of
, then we call A (and Ch(A)) a (σ d -)laminational set; we call both A and Ch(A) finite if A is finite. A (σ d -)stand alone gap is defined as a laminational set with non-empty interior.
The basis G ∩ S 1 = G ′ of a gap G coincides with the union A ∪ B of two well-defined sets, where A is a Cantor subset of G ′ or an empty set and B is countable. Assume that A ̸ = ∅ and define a map ψ G : S 1 → S 1 which collapses all holes of A to points. If B = ∅ and G is m-periodic, ψ G semiconjugates σ m d | G ′ to a circle map which is either an irrational rotation or the map σ k , k 2. Accordingly, we can now define (periodic) stand alone Fatou gaps of degree k and (periodic) stand alone Siegel gaps. Moreover, for periodic laminational sets G with finite basis G ′ and for periodic stand alone Siegel gaps G we can define the rotation number τ G . If the rotation number is not equal to zero the set G is said to be rotational. If such G is invariant, we call it an invariant rotational set. Lemma 2.10 (Lemma 2.16 [BOPT11] ). Suppose that ℓ = xy is a leaf such that there exists a component Q of the complement of its orbit in the disk D whose closure contains σ n d (ℓ) for all n 0. Then the leaf ℓ is either (pre)critical or (pre)periodic.
Let U be the convex hull of a closed subset of S 1 . For every edge ℓ of U , let H U (ℓ) denote the hole of U sharing its endpoints with ℓ. In this situation we define |ℓ| U as |H U (ℓ)|. Notice that in the case when U is a chord there are two holes (on opposite sides of U ).
Suppose that G is a laminational set. Mostly, the holes of G map increasingly onto the holes of σ d (G). However, if the length of a hole is at least 1 d , then the map σ d wraps the hole around the circle one or more times. Thus, holes H of U such that |H| 1 d are the only holes which the map σ d does not take one-to-one onto the image hole. This shows their importance for the dynamics.
Definition 2.11. Let G be the convex hull of a closed subset of S 1 . If ℓ is an edge of G such that its hole H G (ℓ) is not shorter than 1 d , then ℓ is called a (σ d -)major edge of G (or simply a (σ d -)major of G), and
It is useful to work with a wider class of sets which we now introduce.
Note that A is not assumed to satisfy σ d (A) = A. Clearly, a σ dinvariant laminational set is σ d -semi-laminational. In the quadratic case this exhausts the class of semi-laminational sets. In fact, an even stronger fact can established. For a chord ℓ, let orb σ d (ℓ) denote the union of all chords in the forward orbit of ℓ under σ d .
Proof. We begin by making an observation which applies to all maps σ d (the situation of the lemma can be described for σ d instead of σ 2 ). Let us now prove the lemma. By the above, σ 2 changes orientation on at most one hole. Since ℓ is periodic and its endpoints are refixed, σ 2 changes orientation an even number of times. Hence σ 2 never changes orientation on holes of Z. This implies that Z is semi-laminational. Now, if a hole of Z is shorter than 1 2 , then it doubles in length under σ 2 while still being mapped onto its image one-to-one. Hence there exists a hole H of Z whose length is at least 1 2 . If we draw a critical leaf c with endpoints in H, we see that Z coincides with an invariant finite gap contained in one of the two thus created semi-circles.
In general, the class of semi-laminational sets is wider than the class of invariant laminational sets because Definition 2.12 allows for circle arcs to be parts of semi-laminational sets. E.g., take a σ d -invariant Fatou gap G of degree k > 1 such that there is a periodic orbit Q of edges of G. Let H 1 , . . . , H n be the holes of G behind edges from Q.
The assumption that a Fatou gap like G exists means that d must be greater than 2. In Lemma 3.8 we study semi-laminational sets for cubic laminations.
Majors of semi-laminational sets can be easily located and play an important role because, as we see below in Lemma 2.14, all edges of semi-laminational sets have majors of these sets in their forward orbits.
Lemma 2.14. An edge of a semi-laminational set G is a major if and only if the closure of its hole contains a fixed point. Any edge of G eventually maps to a major of G.
On the other hand, suppose that |H G (ℓ)| 1/d. Then σ d (H G (ℓ)) covers the entire S 1 while the images of the endpoints of H G (ℓ) are outside H G (ℓ). This implies that there exists a fixed point a ∈ H G (ℓ). To prove the second claim, choose an edge ℓ of G. For any i set
Hence there exists the least n such that |T n | 1 d . Then the leaf σ n d (ℓ) is a major of G as desired.
2.4. Fixed points and laminational sets. Theorem 2.15 allows one to find specific invariant laminational sets in some parts of the disk. We state it in the language of laminations.
Suppose that e 1 , . . . , e m are leaves of ∼ and X is a component of D\∪e i such that for each i
(1) the leaf e i lies on the boundary of X, (2) there exists no finite gap inside X with an edge e i , and
Then at least one of the following claims holds:
(1) X contains an invariant gap of degree k > 1;
(2) X contains an invariant rotational set.
Invariant quadratic gaps and their canonical laminations
By cubic laminations we mean σ 3 -invariant laminations. In this section, we assume that U is a σ 3 -invariant quadratic gap and study its properties. We then define canonical laminations, which correspond to these gaps and describe other laminations which refine the canonical ones. We will write σ instead of σ 3 throughout the rest of the paper.
Invariant quadratic gaps.
Recall that, given a gap U with an edge ℓ, we write |ℓ| U for |H U (ℓ)|. If U is fixed, we may drop the subscript U from the notation. (
The existence of a major ℓ follows from Lemma 2.14. Observe that if a set A ⊂ S 1 lies in the complement of two disjoint closed arcs of length 1/3 each, then the restriction of σ to A is injective. This implies that all holes H ̸ = H(ℓ) of U are shorter than 1 3 and that |ℓ| U < 2 3 (here we use the fact that σ| U ′ is two-to-one). Clearly, |ℓ| U can be equal to 1 3 (just take ℓ = 1 3 2 3 and assume that U is the convex hull of the set of all points x ∈ S 1 with orbits outside the arc ( 1 3 , 2 3 )). This situation corresponds to case (1) of the lemma. Suppose that |ℓ| U > 1 3 . Then σ(ℓ) is eventually mapped to ℓ by Lemma 2.14, hence ℓ is periodic. Since 1 Proof. Orbits of all points of U ′ are disjoint from H(M (U )). Also, if x ∈ S 1 \ U ′ , then x lies in a hole of U behind a leaf ℓ. By Lemmas 2.14 and 3.1, the orbit of ℓ contains M (U ). Hence for some n we have σ n (ℓ) = M (U ), σ n (H(ℓ)) = H(M (U )), and σ n (x) ∈ H(M (U )).
It is natural to consider the two cases from Lemma 3.1 separately. We begin with the case when an invariant quadratic gap U has a periodic major M (U ) = ab of period k and H(M (U )) = (a, b). Set a ′′ = a + 1
and its convex hull V (U ) = Ch(N (U )) (this notation is used in several lemmas below). We call V (U ) the vassal (gap) of U . We also define another type of gap called a caterpillar (gap). Let Q be a periodic gap of period k. Suppose that Bd(Q) consists of a periodic leaf ℓ 0 = xy of period k, a critical leaf ℓ −1 = yz concatenated to it, and a countable chain of leaves ℓ −n , concatenated to ℓ −1 and accumulating at x (ℓ −r−1 is concatenated to ℓ −r , r = 1, 2, . . . ). Suppose that σ k (x) = x, σ k ({y, z}) = {y}, and σ k maps each ℓ −r−1 to ℓ −r (all leaves are shifted by one towards ℓ 0 except for ℓ 0 which maps to itself and ℓ −1 which collapses to the point y). The leaf ℓ 0 is called the head of Q. Similar gaps are already useful for quadratic laminations (see [Thu85] where the invariant gap with edges 0 We call the caterpillar gaps from Lemma 3.4 canonical caterpillar gaps of U . A critical edge c of a canonical caterpillar gap defines it, so this caterpillar gap is denoted by C(c). We denote its basis by C ′ (c).
To study related invariant quadratic gaps we first prove the following general lemma in which we adopt a different point of view. Namely, any leaf ℓ which is not a diameter defines an open arc L(ℓ) (a component of S 1 \ {ℓ}) of length greater than 1 2 (in particular, a critical leaf c defines an arc L(c) of length 2 3 ). Let Π(ℓ) be the set of all points with orbits in L(ℓ).
Proof. It is easy to see that the set Π(c) is closed and forward invariant; it is non-empty because it contains at least one fixed point. Let x ∈ Π(c). If x ̸ = σ(c), then of its three preimages one belongs to S 1 \ L(c) while two others are in L(c), and hence, by definition, also in Π(c). Suppose that x = σ(c) (and so, since by the assumption x ∈ Π(c), the orbit of c is contained in L(c)). Then the entire triple σ −1 (σ(c)) is contained in L(c) and, again by definition, in Π(c).
To prove the next claim of the lemma, we prove that any hole I of Π(c) except for the hole T , whose closure contains the endpoints of c, maps to a hole of Π(c). Indeed, otherwise there is a point y ∈ I such that σ(y) is a point of Π(c). Since I ⊂ L(c), we have y ∈ Π(c), a contradiction. Consider the hole T = (a, b) defined above. If T = S 1 \ L(c), there is nothing to prove as in this case the leaf c is a critical edge of G(c) that maps to a point of Π(c). Suppose now that
is an invariant gap, and it follows from the definition that it is quadratic. The last claim easily follows.
Below we will use the notation G(c) = Ch(Π(c)). Let us relate invariant quadratic gaps defined in terms of periodic majors (see Lemma 3.3) and caterpillar gaps C(c) (see Lemma 3.4) to the gaps G(c).
Lemma 3.6. Let M (U ) = ab be periodic of period k and c = xy be a critical chord with endpoints in H(M (U )). Then:
Then the closure of the arc I = H V (U ) (ℓ) contains no points of Π(c). Let J be the hole of c which contains I. Note that the restriction of σ k to H(M (U )) \ J is a one-to-one expanding map to H(M (U )). It follows that all points of H(M (U )) eventually map to J, therefore, they do not belong to Π(c) either. By Lemma 3.2, any point x ̸ ∈ U ′ eventually maps to H(M (U )). Thus, Π(c) = U ′ which proves (1). The proof of (2) is left to the reader.
Lemma 3.7 complements Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 3.7. If c = xy is a critical leaf with a periodic endpoint, say, y such that x, y ∈ Π(c) then there exists a quadratic invariant gap U with a periodic major M (U ) = zy of period k, the point z is the closest
Proof. Assume that the period of y is k. Consider the gap G(c). By the properties of gaps it follows that there is an edge
This can be continued infinitely many times so that the m-th edge of G(c) which maps to c under σ mk is a leaf c −m such that its hole is of length
Since, by Lemma 3.5, the gap G(c) is quadratic, the set A has many preimages on the boundary of G(c). Replace them all by the corresponding preimages of M (e.g., replace A by M ). It follows that the newly constructed gap U is a quadratic gap with major M = M (U ) as desired. The last claim of the lemma easily follows.
Let us summarize the above results. Let c be a critical leaf. Then the orbit of c can be of three types. First, the orbit of c can be contained in L(c). Then the gap G(c) = U (c) and the leaf c are called regular critical. Second, an endpoint of c can be periodic with the orbit of c contained in L(c). By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, then Π(c) consists of U ′ , C ′ (c), and (iterated) pullbacks of C ′ (c) to holes of U for some invariant quadratic gap U = U (c) with a periodic major M (U ) (the gap U can be defined as the convex hull of all non-isolated points in Π(c)). Then we call the gap G(c) an extended caterpillar gap, and the critical leaf c a caterpillar critical leaf. Third, there can be n > 0 with σ n (c) ̸ ∈ L(c). Denote by n c the smallest such n. Then G(c) has a periodic major of period n c and we call G(c) = U (c) a gap of periodic type. Only regular critical gaps or gaps of periodic type can be invariant quadratic gaps of laminations (a critical leaf with periodic endpoint would imply that the corresponding equivalence class is infinite).
Given a periodic leaf ℓ, when can we guarantee by just looking at its dynamics that ℓ is in fact the major of an invariant quadratic gap of periodic type? We show below in Lemma 3.8 that properties listed in Lemma 3.1(2) are basically sufficient for ℓ to be the major of this kind. The arguments in Lemma 3.8 are related to those in Lemma 2.13. Lemma 3.8. Let ℓ = xy be a σ-periodic leaf of period r with σ r -fixed endpoints for which there is a unique component Z of D \ orb σ (ℓ) such that all images of ℓ are pairwise disjoint edges of Z. Then a hole of Z with length greater than 1 3 exists if and only if Z is a semi-laminational set. In that case an eventual σ-image of ℓ that corresponds to the major hole of Z is a major of a quadratic invariant gap of periodic type.
Observe that Z has r holes each of which is located behind an image of ℓ and has length equal to neither 1 3 nor 2 3 . Proof. First assume that Z is semi-laminational. Then by the above remark and Lemma 2.14, at least one hole H of Z must be longer than 1 3 . We may assume that H = H Z (ℓ). Choose a critical leaf c whose non-periodic endpoints are in (x, y). Let us show that G(c) is of periodic type and ℓ coincides with the major M of the gap G(c).
Indeed, suppose otherwise. By definition the endpoints of ℓ belong to G ′ (c) and ψ G(c) maps ℓ to a leaf ψ G(c) (ℓ) such that this leaf and its σ 2 -images satisfy conditions of Lemma 2.13. Hence ψ G(c) (ℓ) and its σ 2 -images are the edges of a finite σ 2 -invariant gap. In particular, they are not pairwise disjoint. Now, ψ G(c) collapses only preimages of M . If G(c) is of regular critical type (i.e., M = c has no periodic endpoints), it will follow that ℓ and its σ-images are not pairwise disjoint, a contradiction. If G(c) is of periodic type (i.e., M is a periodic leaf) then, if ℓ and its σ-images miss endpoints of M , we have that ψ G(c) is one-to-one on the endpoints of ℓ and its σ-images. Hence ℓ and its σ-images are not pairwise disjoint, a contradiction.
Suppose finally that, say, ℓ ̸ = M shares an endpoint x with M = xz, z ̸ = y. Since ℓ and its σ-images are pairwise disjoint, y does not belong to the same periodic orbit as x. On the other hand, ψ G(c) -images of leaves from the σ-orbit of ℓ are the edges of a finite σ 2 -invariant gap. Thus, y belongs to some σ-image of M and so the orbit of y coincides with the orbit of z. However this is impossible as by the construction z ∈ H while H cannot contain points of σ-images of ℓ. The rest of the lemma follows from the above and the already obtained description of quadratic invariant gaps of σ.
By the above proven lemmas, each gap U = G(c) of periodic type has a periodic major M (U ) = xy of period n c with endpoints in L(c); moreover, x and y are the closest in L(c) points to the endpoints of c, which are σ nc -fixed (in fact, they are periodic of period n c ). Lemma 3.9. If an invariant quadratic gap U is either of regular critical or of periodic type, then U ′ is a Cantor set. If U = G(c) is an extended caterpillar gap, then U ′ is the union of a Cantor set and a countable set of isolated points all of which are preimages of the endpoints of c.
Proof. In the regular critical and periodic cases, it suffices to prove that the set U ′ has no isolated points. Indeed, iterated preimages of the endpoints of M (U ) are dense in U ′ by Lemma 2.14. Hence an isolated point in U ′ must eventually map to an endpoint of M (U ). Thus it remains to show that the endpoints of M (U ) are not isolated. This follows because the endpoints of M (U ) are periodic, and suitably chosen pullbacks of points in U ′ to U ′ under the iterates of the remap of U ′ will converge to the endpoints of M (U ). The case of an extended caterpillar gap follows from Lemma 3.6.
Canonical laminations of invariant quadratic gaps.
Let us associate a specific lamination with each invariant quadratic gap. We do this in the spirit of [Thu85] where pullback laminations are defined for maximal collections of critical leaves. Since ∼-classes are finite, an invariant lamination cannot contain any caterpillar gaps. Hence we consider only regular critical gaps and gaps of periodic type.
Let U be a stand alone quadratic invariant gap of regular critical type with critical major M (U ). Edges of U have uniquely defined iterated pullbacks disjoint from U which define an invariant lamination. More precisely, we define a lamination ∼ U as follows: 
It is easy to check that the canonical lamination of a quadratic periodic gap U does not have periodic non-degenerate classes which are not edges of U .
Lemma 3.10. If U is a stand alone invariant quadratic gap of regular critical type, then ∼ U is the unique invariant lamination such that U is one of its gaps.
Before we prove Lemma 3.10 we need one general result. We are ready to prove the following lemma. Proof. Suppose that a leaf ℓ of ∼ crosses a leaf ℓ U of ∼ U in D. By the assumption of the lemma, both ℓ and ℓ U must have their endpoints in the closure of some hole of U . Every hole of U maps one-to-one onto its image. It follows that σ(ℓ) and σ(ℓ U ) also intersect in D. However, any leaf of ∼ U eventually maps to an edge of U , a contradiction.
Proof of Lemma 3.10. Suppose that ∼ is a cubic invariant lamination and U is a gap of ∼; then ∼ coexists with U , hence by Lemma 3.12 ∼ coexists with the canonical lamination ∼ U . If a leaf ℓ of ∼ is not a leaf of ∼ U , then ℓ is in some pullback of U . Hence the leaf ℓ eventually maps to U . Since U is a gap of ∼, the leaf ℓ eventually maps to an edge of U . By definition it follows that ℓ is a leaf of ∼ U . The definition of a lamination now implies that all leaves of ∼ U are leaves of ∼.
The proof of Lemma 3.13 is similar to that of Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12.
Lemma 3.13. Let U be an invariant quadratic gap of periodic type. Then ∼ U is the unique invariant lamination such that U and the vassal V (U ) are its gaps. If a cubic invariant lamination ∼ coexists with U and V (U ) then ∼ coexists with the canonical lamination ∼ U of U .
3.3. Tuning. In this subsection we discuss the notion of coexistence of two laminations and make it more explicit. We will define the notion of tuning which is stronger than coexistence of laminations. Right after Definition 2.9 we introduced a monotone function ψ G : Bd(G) → S 1 for Fatou gaps G; for an invariant stand alone gap G we have that σ d | Bd(G) is semiconjugate to σ k for some k d. If a lamination ∼ coexists with G then we want to obtain an induced lamination ψ G (∼) which is invariant under σ k . We need the following notions.
Definition 3.14 ([BMOV11]
). Let L be a forward invariant geo-lamination. Any two disjoint leaves of L with the same image are called sibling leaves, or siblings. Suppose that any leaf of L has at least one preimage, and, for any leaf ℓ 1 of L with non-degenerate image, there are d − 1 leaves ℓ 2 , . . . , ℓ d of L such that leaves ℓ i , i = 1, . . . , d are pairwise disjoint and map to σ d (ℓ 1 ). This property is called the Sibling Property and L is then called a sibling invariant lamination.
The main result of [BMOV11] is that sibling invariant laminations are invariant geo-laminations. An advantage of using sibling invariant laminations is that checking if a geo-lamination is sibling invariant requires considering only leaves of the lamination. Also, geo-laminations generated by laminations are sibling invariant [BMOV11] , and it is proved in [BMOV11] that if sibling invariant laminations L i converge (in the Hausdorff metric) to a continuum then it can be represented as the union of a set L of leaves where L is also a sibling invariant lamination. Now we consider the union of all leaves of two coexisting laminations ∼ and ≃. By the above, this gives rise to a sibling invariant lamination L ∼ ∪L ≃ . To show that this generates a lamination, we need more tools.
Definition 3.15 (Proper lamination [BMOV11]
). Two leaves with a common endpoint v and the same non-degenerate image are said to form a critical wedge (with vertex v). A lamination L is proper if it contains no critical leaf with a periodic endpoint and no critical wedge with a periodic vertex.
A geo-lamination L has property A if any leaf of L with a periodic endpoint of period n is such that its other endpoint is also of period n. Lemma 3.16 follows from the definitions. (1) Say that ∼ tunes ≃ if L ∼ ⊃ L ≃ .
(2) Let G be a stand alone Fatou gap. If all edges of G are leaves of ∼ then we say that ∼ tunes the gap G.
Take an invariant lamination ≃ which coexists with an invariant stand alone quadratic gap U ; e.g., it may be that ≃ tunes U even though this is stronger than our requirement that ≃ coexist with U . We want to show that then ψ U transports ≃ to a quadratic invariant lamination which we will denote ψ U (≃). Take a non-critical leaf ℓ of ≃ inside U . It has two sibling leaves which are disjoint. Clearly, one of them, say, a, is contained in U . If ψ U (a) and ψ U (ℓ) are nondisjoint, then it follows from the definition of ψ U and properties of U that ψ U (ℓ) = ψ U (a) is a critical leaf. Thus, ψ U -images of leaves of ≃ inside U form a sibling σ 2 -invariant geo-lamination (see Section 6 of [BMOV11] ).
As L ≃ is proper, it follows that ψ U (L ≃ ) is proper. Indeed, by Lemma 3.16, if an endpoint of a leaf ℓ of L ≃ is periodic, then ℓ is periodic. Consider a leaf ℓ ′ of L ≃ and the leaf ψ U (ℓ ′ ). If an endpoint of ψ U (ℓ ′ ) is periodic, then ℓ ′ has a periodic endpoint, hence ℓ ′ is periodic, hence ψ U (ℓ ′ ) is periodic. Thus the lamination ψ U (L ≃ ) = L is proper and by Theorem 3.17 one can construct the lamination ≈ L which generates a geo-lamination L ≈ L . Let us compare L with L ≈ L and show that they almost coincide as in this case necessarily L ⊃ L ≈ L and the difference between the two laminations can possibly consist only of the grand orbit of a critical leaf or/and the grand orbit a critical quadrilateral of L which is strictly inside a finite critical gap of L ≈ L .
By Theorem 3.17 to prove that L ⊃ L ≈ L it suffices to show that the equivalence relation ≈ L produces leaves which the geo-lamination L already contains. By Thurston's No Wandering Triangle theorem [Thu85] , any finite non-precritical gap of a quadratic lamination is preperiodic or periodic. Moreover, by [Thu85] vertices of a periodic gap must form one cycle. Hence any chord inside such a gap will cross itself and cannot be a leaf of any lamination. Therefore if a gap G of ≈ L is not a gap of L then it must be critical or pre-critical. Suppose that G is critical. If L has more than a critical leaf or/and a critical quadrilateral inside G, then the image of G is still a gap and has at least one chord inside. However, σ 2 (G) cannot be pre-critical, and, by the previous case, this is impossible.
Hence, any quadratic proper sibling lamination L can be cleaned (if necessary) by means of removing critical leaves/quadrilaterals of it contained inside appropriate finite gaps of L ≈ L (as described above) as well as removing their pullbacks. This results into the geo-lamination generated by ≈ L . In particular, we can clean the geo-lamination ψ U (L ≃ ) constructed above and in this way relate it to a certain quadratic lamination ≍. Strictly speaking, the lamination ≍ coincides with ≈ ψ U (L≃) (first the lamination ≃ generates the geo-lamination L ≃ , then the geolamination L ≃ is transported to the circle by the map ψ U , and then the geo-lamination ψ U (L ≃ ) generates the lamination ≈ ψ U (L≃) ), however for brevity in what follows we will simply denote ≍ by ψ U (≃).
The above arguments allowed us to define the lamination ψ U (≃). They were based on the fact that U is an invariant quadratic stand alone gap. Literally the same arguments apply if U is a stand alone periodic quadratic gap (i.e., a periodic Fatou gap of degree two). Hence in the periodic case given a lamination ≃ which coexists with U we can also define the lamination ψ U (≃).
Definition 3.19. Suppose that ∼ tunes a periodic quadratic gap G.
Then we say that ∼ tunes G according to the lamination ψ G (∼) . If G is a gap of a lamination ≃, and ∼ tunes ≃, then for brevity we also say that ∼ tunes ≃ according to the lamination ψ G (∼) (in general, in this last case the behavior of ∼ outside G, even though compatible with ≃, is not completely defined by the way ∼ tunes G).
Definition 3.20. If ∼ coexists with a periodic quadratic gap U and ψ U (∼) coincides with a quadratic lamination ≍, then we say that ∼ weakly tunes U according to the lamination ≍. If U is a periodic gap of a lamination ≃ and ∼ coexists with ≃, then for brevity we also say that ∼ weakly tunes ≃ (on U ) according to the lamination ≍.
Lemma 3.21 proves in the case of tuning the claims established in Lemma 3.10, Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.13. The proof is analogous to the proofs of Lemma 3.10 and 3.12 and is left to the reader.
Lemma 3.21. Suppose that ≈ is a lamination which tunes an invariant quadratic gap U . Then the following holds.
(1) If U is of regular critical type then ≈ tunes the canonical lamination ∼ U .
(2) If U is of periodic type and ≈ tunes V (U ) as well then in fact ≈ tunes the canonical lamination ∼ U .
This provides a more explicit description of how a lamination can tune an invariant quadratic gap.
Cubic laminations with no rotational gaps or leaves.
We now describe all cubic laminations with no periodic rotational gaps or leaves (a rotational leaf is a periodic leaf with non-refixed endpoints). Recall that for an invariant quadratic gap of periodic type U we let M ′′ (U ) denote the edge of V (U ) with the same image as the major M (U ). Recall from [BMOV11] that, for any invariant lamination ∼, the corresponding geo-lamination L ∼ is sibling invariant. Observe that we do not assume U to be a gap of ∼.
Proof. Since M is a leaf of ∼, then by the Sibling Property so is M ′′ . Now, if there is a gap G of ∼ such that M and M ′′ are edges of G, then by definition of V (U ) we see that G ⊂ V (U ) is a σ k 3 -invariant gap. Applying the map ψ V (U ) , we get a σ 2 -invariant gap ψ V (U ) (G) which contains 0. Clearly, then ψ V (U ) (Bd(G)) = S 1 and hence G = V (U ).
Suppose that M and M ′′ are not on the boundary of a single gap of ∼. Then there must be a leaf ℓ of L ∼ which separates M \ S 1 and M ′′ \ S 1 in D. Note that one of its siblings ℓ ′′ is also contained in the strip between M and M ′′ . We claim that (ℓ ∪ ℓ ′′ ) ∩ (M ∪ M ′′ ) = ∅. To see this note that if ℓ ∩ M ̸ = ∅, then ℓ is not critical because L ∼ is proper. Hence σ k (ℓ) ∪ ℓ ∪ M is a triod which is impossible. Hence M is approached by leaves of ∼ separating M from M ′′ (as such we can choose pullbacks of ℓ or ℓ ′′ ). Choose one such leafq of ∼ close enough to M and then choose the leafq ′′ with the same σ 3 -image asq, separatingq from M ′′ (q ′′ is a leaf of ∼ by the Sibling Property). By Theorem 2.15 there exists a σ k 3 -fixed gap or leaf Q in the closed strip S where S = S(q,q ′′ ) is the open strip betweenq andq ′′ . It follows that the entire orbit of Q is located in the same parts of the circle where the orbit of V (U ) is located which implies that Q ⊂ V (U ). Applying ψ V (U ) to Q and using well-known facts about quadratic laminations and their invariant sets we see that Q is rotational as desired.
Let us characterize laminations with no rotational sets.
Lemma 3.23. Suppose that a cubic invariant lamination ∼ has no periodic rotational gaps or leaves. Then either ∼ is empty, or it coincides with the canonical lamination of an invariant quadratic gap.
Proof. Suppose that a non-empty lamination ∼ has no rotational sets. Then by Theorem 2.15 there is an invariant gap U of degree 1 < k 3. If k = 3, then ∼ is empty, hence k = 2. If U is of regular critical type then by Lemma 3.10 ∼ is the canonical lamination ∼ U . Let U be of periodic type. Since M (U ) is a leaf of L ∼ , then by Lemma 3.22 so is M ′′ (U ). Now, if there is a gap G of ∼ such that M (U ) and M ′′ (U ) are edges of G, then, by Lemma 3.22, we have G = V (U ), and, by Lemma 3.13, the lamination ∼ coincides with the canonical lamination ∼ U . Suppose that M (U ) and M ′′ (U ) are not contained in the same gap of ∼. Then by Lemma 3.22 there exists a rotational atom of ∼, a contradiction.
Coexistence of quadratic invariant gaps and other laminational sets.
Here we show how invariant quadratic gaps can coexist with each other as well as how they can coexist with other laminational sets (we consider gaps of laminations, i.e. invariant quadratic gaps which are regular critical or of periodic type). We are motivated here by the desire to provide a model for specific families of laminations and laminational sets (such as the family of all quadratic invariant gaps) which should be helpful in the description of the entire cubic Mandelbrot set M 3 . Some of these lemmas are used in [BOPT13] .
Let us discuss two special quadratic invariant gaps which often play the role of exceptions to the claims proven below. Let 0 1 2 = Di be the unique chord in D with σ-invariant endpoints. Let FG a be the convex hull of all points with orbits above Di and FG b be the convex hull of all points with orbits below Di. Then Di is the major of both gaps. However as a major of FG b it should be viewed so that the positive direction on Di is from 0 to 1 2 , and if Di is considered as the major of FG a then the positive direction on Di is from 1 2 to 0. Let U be an invariant quadratic gap. If U is of regular critical type we set M ′′ (U ) = M (U ); if U is of periodic type we set M ′′ (U ) to be the leaf which is not an edge of U and is such that σ(M ′′ (U )) = σ(M (U )). If a lamination has the gap U , it must have the leaf M ′′ (U ). Let S U be the closed strip in D between M (U ) and M ′′ (U ) and set H(M (U )) = H(U ). By Lemma 3.1 1 3 < |H(U )| Proof. If U, W are of regular critical type, the claim follows. Let U be of periodic type such that M (U ) is of period m. Consider a point t in the interior of R U . Then the analysis of the dynamics of σ m on S U (similar to that of the dynamics of σ 2 ) implies that σ m (t) ∈ (t, t + 1 3 ) (similar to the statement that σ 2 (s) ∈ (s, s + 1 2 ) for every s ∈ (0, 1 2 )). Hence t cannot be the initial endpoint of a major of regular critical type or of periodic type. Now consider the endpoints of R U . Let R U = [x, y] and H(U ) = (x, y + 1 3 ). Let us show that x is not the initial point of the major of a quadratic invariant gap W ̸ = U . Without loss of generality we may assume that H(W ) = (x, z) and z ∈ (x + 1 3 , y + 1 3 ). Then, as above, σ m (z) ∈ (x, z), a contradiction. Also, neither x nor y can be the initial point of a major of regular critical type because both points are initial points of majors of extended caterpillar type. Since x is periodic, it is impossible that [t, x] = R W for some invariant quadratic gap W . This exhausts all possibilities and shows that R
Lemma 3.24 describes how majors can intersect if they are oriented the same way (by which we mean that basically their holes are located on the same side of the majors). This is a generic type of intersection. The remaining case is when two majors meet at one point and are oriented so that their holes are disjoint. In this case majors must meet at their common endpoint, and pairs of such majors are rather specific. If y = 0, then x = 1 2 and z = 0 so that case (1) holds. If y ∈ (0, 1 6 ) then y ′ = y + 1 3 ∈ ( 1 3 , 1 2 ), and z ∈ (y, y ′ ). Set x ′′ = x + 2 3 ; then x ′′ y ′ is an edge of U . Clearly, z ∈ (y, x ′′ ) because by Lemma 3.1 the length of the arc (z, x) is at most 1 2 . Suppose that σ k (y) ∈ (y ′ , 1 2 ) for some k. Clearly, (z, x) , a contradiction. Thus, the orbit of y is contained in [y, y ′ ]. By [BMMOP06] then the order among points of the orbit of y is the same as the order of points in a periodic orbit under a rational circle rotation. Since the orbit of M (U ) consists of edges of U it follows that the same order is maintained among the points from the orbit of x. Literally the same can be said about the orbit of z and the orbit of x. This implies that the rotation numbers associated with the orbits of y and z are the same. Since both orbits are contained in FG a and σ| FGa is semiconjugate to σ 2 , well-known properties of σ 2 imply that y and z belong to the same periodic orbit. So, under the current assumption case (3) holds. Let U be of periodic type with the vassal V. If σ l (A) = U , or σ l (A) = M (U ), or σ l (A) = V (by Lemma 3.13 this holds if ∼ is the canonical lamination of U ), then set q = l, e =ê = M (U ). Assume now that ∼ is not the canonical lamination of U , and A never maps to U , V or M (U ). Then an edge ℓ of A connects two points t 1 , t 2 of the boundary of a gap T of the canonical lamination ∼ U of U and passes through the interior of T . We show that σ q (A) separates M (U ) from M ′′ (U ) for some q. Indeed, as long as T maps onto its image one-to-one, the images of ℓ connect the corresponding images of t 1 , t 2 . By the properties of ∼ U there is the least n with σ n (T ) = U or σ n (T ) = V . The leaf σ n (ℓ) connects two points of Bd(σ n (T ))) and passes through the interior of σ n (T ). Hence σ n (T ) ̸ = U , σ n (ℓ) connects two points of Bd(V ) and passes through the interior of V . Let ψ V collapse all edges of V ; then ψ V semiconjugates σ k | Bd(V ) to σ 2 and maps σ n (ℓ) to a chord inside D. By properties of σ 2 , the chord σ q (ℓ) = e separates M (U ) and M ′′ (U ) for some q k. The claim aboutê immediately follows (the critical set D ̸ = U of ∼ is located between M (U ) and M ′′ (U )).
Let us prove the last claim of the lemma. If A comes from the orbit of M (U ) or A comes from the orbit of V , it follows that k = m. Otherwise let A be periodic of period m. If B is the image of A such that e is an edge of B then B is of period m and separates M (U ) from M ′′ (U ). Hence for k steps images of B will be located "behind" the corresponding images of M (U ); these images of B cannot coincide with B and k < m as desired. Suppose that A is critical and σ m (A) = U . Then again A separates M (U ) from M ′′ (U ) and, for k steps, the images of A will be located "behind" the images of M (U ), which implies that k < m.
Now let us study which sets and invariant quadratic gaps may be elements of the same lamination.
Lemma 3.27. Let ∼ i (i = 1, 2) be two laminations. Suppose that A is a non-degenerate class or an infinite gap of both laminations, and that each ∼ i has a quadratic invariant gap U i , i = 1, 2. Then U 1 = U 2 except for the case when A is a gap or class of the lamination which has both FG a and FG b as gaps; then it might happen so that U 1 and U 2 coincide with FG a and FG b (in no particular order).
Proof. Assume that A is not a leaf from the lamination which has Consider several cases. By Lemma 3.24, we have 
Invariant rotational sets
Fix an invariant rotational laminational set G. There are one or two majors of G. We classify invariant rotational gaps by types. This classification mimics Milnor's classification of hyperbolic components in slices of cubic polynomials and quadratic rational functions [Mil09, Mil93] . Namely, we say that
• the gap G is of type A (from "Adjacent") if G has only one major (whose length is at least 2 3 ); • the gap G is of type B (from "Bi-transitive") if G has two majors that belong to the same periodic cycle; • the gap G is of type C (from "Capture") if it is not type B, and one major of G eventually maps to the other major of G; • the gap G is of type D (from "Disjoint") if there are two majors of G, whose orbits are disjoint. Clearly, finite rotational gaps cannot be of type C. Also, if G is of type B, then σ| Bd(G) is one-to-one, and hence G must be finite.
Finite rotational sets.
A classification of finite rotational sets (under the name of fixed point portraits) can be found in [GM93] . We now give some examples illustrating a part of this classification concerning the degree 3 case.
Let G be a finite invariant rotational set (as we fix G in this section, we may omit using G in the notation). By [Kiw02] , there are at most two periodic orbits (of the same period denoted in this section by k) forming the set of vertices of G. If vertices of G form two periodic orbits, points of these orbits alternate on S 1 . Example 4.1. Consider the invariant rotational gap G with vertices 7 26 , 4 13 , 11 26 , 10 13 , 21 26 and 12 13 . This is a gap of type D. The major leaf M 1 connects 12 13 with 7 26 and the major leaf M 2 connects 11 26 with 10 13 . These major leaves belong to two distinct periodic orbits of edges of G. The with 3 26 . The edges of G form one periodic orbit to which M belongs. The major hole H G (M ) contains 0 and 1 2 and is longer than 2 3 . Let G = ℓ = ab be an invariant leaf. We can think of G as a gap with empty interior and two edges ab and ba, and deal with all finite invariant sets in a unified way. Let us list all invariant leaves ab. Either points a, b are fixed, or they form a two-periodic orbit. In the first case, we have the leaf 0 1 2 = Di, in the second case, we have one of the leaves . Informally, we regard Di as an invariant rotational set of type D (even though its rotation number is 0).
Let G be a finite invariant laminational set with m edges ℓ 0 , . . . , ℓ m−1 . For each i, let FG i be the convex hull of all points x ∈ H G (ℓ i ) with σ j (x) ∈ H G (σ j (ℓ i )) for every j 0 (compare this to the definition of a vassal in Section 3). It is straightforward to see that FG i are infinite stand alone gaps such that FG i maps to FG j if ℓ j = σ(ℓ i ). These gaps are called the canonical Fatou gaps attached to G. The gap FG i is critical if and only if the corresponding edge ℓ i is a major. 
Canonical laminations of finite invariant rotational sets.
To every finite invariant rotational set G, we associate its canonical lamination ∼ G .
Suppose first that G is of type B or D. Then by definition there are two major edges of G, which are denoted by M 1 and M 2 . Let H 1 and H 2 be the corresponding holes. By Lemma 2.14, we may assume that 0 ∈ H 1 and 1 2 ∈ H 2 . Since M 1 and M 2 are periodic, their lengths are strictly greater than 1 3 . Let U 1 and U 2 be the canonical Fatou gaps attached to M 1 and M 2 , respectively. Thurston's pullback construction [Thu85] yields an invariant lamination made of by the pullbacks of G disjoint from the interiors of U 1 and U 2 . More precisely, we can define a lamination ∼ G as follows: two points a and b on the unit circle are equivalent if there exists N 0 such that σ N (a) and σ N (b) are vertices of G, and the chords σ i (a)σ i (b) are disjoint from G and from the interior of U 1 ∪ U 2 for i = 0, . . . , N − 1. It is straightforward to check that ∼ G is indeed an invariant lamination. This lamination is called the canonical lamination associated with G.
Assume now that G is of type A. Let M be the major edge of G, and U the corresponding canonical Fatou gap attached to G at M . The canonical lamination ∼ G of G is defined similarly to those for types B and D. Namely, two points a and b on the unit circle are equivalent with respect to ∼ G if there exists N 0 such that σ N (a) and σ N (b) are vertices of G, and the chord σ i (a)σ i (b) is disjoint from G and from the interior of U for i = 0, . . . , N − 1.
Lemma 4.4 is similar to Lemma 3.10. It is based on Thurston's pullback construction of laminations. 
Irrational invariant gaps and their canonical laminations.
The description of irrational gaps is close to that of finite laminational sets. In Subsection 4.3 we fix an irrational rotation number τ .
Let G be a rotational invariant gap of rotation number τ (i.e., G is a Siegel gap). Then G may have one or two critical majors of length 1 3 , or one critical major of length 2 3 . It is also possible that G has a non-critical major. However, a non-critical major eventually maps to the critical major by Lemma 2.10 (in this case, G is of type C). Thus an infinite rotational gap G can have type A, C or D.
We now construct the canonical lamination for a Siegel gap G of type D with critical edges L and M . Consider well-defined pullbacks of G attached to G at L and M . Then apply Thurston's pullback procedure to these gaps. As holes in the union of bases of these gaps are shorter than 1 3 , the pullbacks of the gaps converge in diameter to 0. Alternatively, we can define ∼ G as follows: two points a and b in the unit circle are equivalent if there exists N > 0 such that σ N (a) and σ N (b) lie on the same edge of G, and the chords σ i (a)σ i (b) are disjoint from G for i = 0, . . . , N − 1.
We will not define canonical laminations of type A or C Siegel gaps.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that G is a stand alone invariant gap of Siegel type which is of type D, and ∼ is an invariant cubic lamination with gap G. Then ∼ coincides with ∼ G .
The proof goes almost verbatim as in Lemma 3.10. It is based on Thurston's pullback construction of laminations.
The description of the Combinatorial Main Cubioid
If G is a finite σ 2 -invariant rotational set, we define the canonical lamination of G as the only quadratic invariant lamination with a cycle of Fatou gaps attached to edges of G (it represents a parabolic quadratic polynomial z 2 + c, whose parameter c belongs to the Main Cardioid). Similarly, if G is a stand alone invariant Siegel gap with respect to σ 2 , we define the canonical lamination of G as the unique quadratic invariant lamination which has G as its gap.
Proposition 5.1. A non-empty quadratic lamination ∼ with at most one periodic (hence fixed) rotational set G coincides with the canonical lamination of G. The Combinatorial Main Cardioid CA c consists of quadratic laminations with at most one periodic rotational set.
Proof. By Theorem 2.15, ∼ has an invariant rotational set G 2 . If G 2 is a Siegel gap, ∼ is the canonical lamination of G 2 because all pullbacks of G 2 are uniquely defined (cf. Lemma 3.10). Let G 2 be a finite gap or leaf. By [Kiw02] , the laminational set G 2 has a unique major M 2 separating G 2 from 0, and edges of G 2 form one cycle (of period r). Let V 2 be the Fatou gap of the canonical lamination of G 2 which has M 2 as one of its edges. Let M ′′ 2 be the sibling of M 2 ; then M ′′ 2 is an edge of V 2 . By Theorem 2.15 and because ∼ has at most one periodic rotational gap or leaf, the strip between M 2 and M ′′ 2 contains a σ r 2 -invariant Fatou gap U of ∼ of degree greater than 1. In fact, r is the period of U as U passes through every hole of G 2 before returning. Hence U ⊂ V 2 which immediately implies that U = V 2 , and ∼ is the canonical lamination of G 2 .
Let us go back to cubic laminations ∼ (recall that σ 3 is denoted by σ). Gaps U (c) for critical chords c are defined right after Lemma 3.7. Proof. By Lemma 3.23, if ∼ has no rotational gap or leaf, then ∼ is the canonical lamination of an invariant quadratic gap and we are done. Assume that ∼ has a rotational gap or leaf G. By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, and because ∼ comes from CU c (and hence has at most one rotational set), if G is of type D, then it follows that ∼=∼ G tunes an invariant quadratic gap U , whose major is one of the two majors of G, and G ⊂ U . Hence from now on we assume that G is of type A, B or C.
First assume that G is finite and has n edges. By Definition 1.4 there exists a cycle F of Fatou gaps attached to G. Let G be of type B. Suppose first that F has two gaps, V and W , on which the map σ is two-to-one. Let M be the major of G which is an edge of V , and σ k (M ) be the major of G which is an edge of W . Denote by N ̸ = M the edge of V such that σ(N ) = σ(M ), and by T ̸ = σ k (M ) the edge of W with σ(T ) = σ(σ k (M )). We want to find a regular critical major separating M from its sibling edge of V . To do so, consider the model map for σ n | V which is σ 4 (as always, the modeling map is the map collapsing all edges of gaps to points). Clearly, we can find σ 4 -critical diameters ℓ whose orbits are contained in the half-circle bounded by ℓ and containing 0.
By definition, the critical chord L inside V corresponding to ℓ is a major of regular critical type of an invariant quadratic gap U .
Since the orbits of the endpoints of σ k (M ) and T are contained in the circle arc of length 2 3 whose endpoints are the endpoints of ℓ, then these endpoints belong to U ′ . Hence edges of U are disjoint from the convex hull Q of σ k (M ) ∪ T . This in turn implies that edges of U and leaves of ∼ do not intersect. Indeed, otherwise we can map such intersecting leaves forward, and their images intersect too (because by the above the intersecting leaves must be such that their endpoints belong to an arc of length less than 1 3 ). In the end an edge of U will map to L, a contradiction since we know that L is disjoint from all leaves of ∼. Hence in this case we can always choose U to be of a regular critical type. Clearly, G ⊂ U . Now, if G is of type A, then there is only one gap V of F which does not map forward one-to-one; V is attached to the unique major edge M of G. If V is cubic, then, similar to the above, we can choose a regular critical chord L inside V so that L is a major of regular critical type of an invariant quadratic gap U . To show that ∼ and U coexist, consider the major M of G. Then there are two edges of V which have the same image as M . Let N be one of them chosen so that L does not separate M from N . As before, let Q be the convex hull of M ∪ N . Then literally repeating the arguments from the previous case, we can show that U and ∼ coexist.
Thus from now on we may assume that G is either of type A or of type B, and there is a unique Fatou gap V from F attached to some edge of G such that σ| Bd(V ) is not one-to-one; moreover, in the remaining cases we may assume that the remap on V is two-to-one. Then clearly there exists a critical ∼-set C which is not a gap from F.
Choose a critical chord c in C with non-periodic endpoints (if c has a periodic endpoint, then C must be a Fatou gap and c can be replaced by a critical chord inside C with non-periodic endpoints). Note that bases of G and of the gaps of F consist of points of U ′ (c). We may take d to be a critical chord of V whose endpoints are not the endpoints of any leaf of ∼ (the basis of V is a Cantor set, so we can choose d satisfying this property). Clearly c and d satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.2 which implies the existence of a quadratic invariant gap U which coexists with ∼ and is such that either ∼ tunes U , or no edge of U is a leaf of ∼. Let us show that in the latter case U must be of regular critical type.
Indeed, otherwise the major M of U is of periodic type. Since M is not a leaf of ∼, it is contained inside a periodic gap H which is at least a quadrilateral. If H is finite, then by [Kiw02] the remap on H is not the identity map. Thus, H is the second finite periodic gap of ∼ on which the remap is not the identity, a contradiction with the definition of CU c . On the other hand, if H is infinite, then since ∼ belongs to CU c , the gap H coincides with a vassal gap V to some quadratic invariant gap. The major M of periodic type must be a chord inside V . But then by Lemma 2.13 M is an edge of an invariant rotational gap inside V , a contradiction. Combining this with the proven before we conclude that either there exists an invariant quadratic gap U tuned by ∼, or there exists an invariant quadratic gap of regular critical type which coexists with ∼ and whose edges are not leaves of ∼.
A similar argument holds in the case, where G is a Siegel gap. E.g., let d be a critical edge of G. There is some other critical ∼-set C. Let c be a critical chord in C. As before, c may be chosen to have non-periodic endpoints and G ⊂ U (c). Since no leaves of ∼ other than d intersect d, then c and d satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.2.
We are ready to prove our main theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Let ∼ be a non-empty lamination from CU c . Then (1) or (2) occurs (below U is an invariant quadratic gap).
(1) The lamination ∼ coexists with the canonical lamination ∼ U and weakly tunes ∼ U on U according to a quadratic lamination ≍ from CA c so that edges of U are not leaves of ∼. Moreover, U is of regular critical type.
(2) The lamination ∼ tunes the canonical lamination ∼ U according to a quadratic lamination ≍ from CA c (possibly empty), and if U is of periodic type then V (U ) is a gap of ∼. Moreover, if the ψ U -image of the major M of U does not eventually map (by σ 2 ) to a periodic Fatou gap of ≍, then case (2) holds; in particular, this is the case when U is of periodic type and the lamination ∼ is not the canonical lamination of a finite invariant rotational gap or leaf of type A or B.
Proof. Suppose that ∼ is not a canonical lamination of an invariant quadratic gap. Then by Theorem 2.15 there exists an invariant rotational gap or leaf G. Suppose that G is of type D (finite or Siegel). Then, by Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6, the lamination ∼ must be the canonical lamination of G. Choose a major M of G. It follows that the same major M defines also an invariant quadratic gap U . It is easy to see that then ∼ tunes the canonical lamination ∼ U according to an appropriate quadratic invariant lamination from CA c which corresponds to case (2). Thus from now on we may assume that G is not of type D.
By Lemma 5.3, the lamination ∼ coexists with a quadratic invariant stand-alone gap U , either ∼ tunes U or no edge of U belongs to ∼ and U is of regular critical type, and G ⊂ U . Suppose that the map ψ U projects the restriction of ∼ onto U to a quadratic invariant lamination ≍= ψ U (∼). By Definition 3.20, the lamination ∼ weakly tunes U according to the lamination ≍. Since ∼ has a unique rotational set, so does ≍. By Proposition 5.1, ≍ comes from the Combinatorial Main Cardioid CA c . By Lemma 5.3 to see when ∼ tunes U we need to see if the major M of U belongs to ∼. Suppose that the point ψ U (M ) does not eventually map (by σ 2 ) to a periodic infinite gap of ≍. Then well-known properties of quadratic laminations from the Combinatorial Main Cardioid CA c imply that ψ U (M ) is separated from the rest of the circle by a sequence of leaves of ≍. Hence M is the limit of appropriately chosen leaves of ∼, and so M itself is a leaf of ∼. Thus, if ψ U (M ) does not eventually map (by σ 2 ) to a periodic infinite gap of ≍, then ∼ tunes U .
Let U be of periodic type. We need to show that the only situation when case (1) of the lemma holds is as follows: ∼ is a canonical lamination of a finite invariant rotational gap or leaf G of type A or B. Indeed, suppose that case (1) of the lemma holds. By the above we may assume that ∼ has an invariant rotational gap or leaf G of type A or B. By the previous paragraph and since M is periodic it follows that ψ U (M ) is a vertex of a periodic infinite gap of ≍. If ≍ has a Siegel gap, this is impossible. Hence if G is a Siegel gap, M is a leaf of ∼.
Assume now that G is finite but ∼ is not the canonical lamination of G. Then ∼ has two critical sets: one of them is a quadratic Fatou gap attached to G and the other one is a set C . Suppose that M ̸ ⊂ C. Then ψ U (C) is a critical set of ≍ but not a critical Fatou gap, a contradiction with the fact that ≍ belongs to the Combinatorial Main Cardioid CA c . Hence M ⊂ C which implies that C must be an infinite periodic gap (recall that M is a periodic chord), a contradiction with the assumption that ∼ is not canonical.
The statement of Theorem 5.4 is somewhat involved. However it leads to a more explicit description if one thinks of constructing a nonempty lamination ∼ from CU c . Indeed, for definiteness assume that ∼ has a finite rotational gap G. Observe that for canonical laminations of type D the explanation as how ∼ fits into the description from Theorem 5.4 is given in the proof. Otherwise, just like in the arguments of some of our theorems, consider both critical sets of ∼. One of them is attached to G. The other one can be either (a) a vassal gap of some invariant quadratic gap U of periodic type, or (b) a critical leaf which is a major of periodic type of some quadratic invariant gap U , or (c) the same as the first one (canonical lamination of type A), or (d) an infinite gap-preimage of the first one (canonical laminations of type B or C), or (e) a finite gap-preimage of G.
In cases (a) or (b) the lamination ∼ tunes the canonical lamination of U according to a lamination from the Main Cardioid. In the other cases the basis of the second critical set contains endpoints of a critical leaf which is itself a major of regular critical type of some quadratic invariant gap U ; moreover, all other edges of U are also present as diagonals (but not as edges) of other gaps of ∼. The construction of such ∼ can be viewed as a three step process: first, we take the canonical lamination of an invariant quadratic gap U , then U is tuned according to a quadratic lamination from the Main Cardioid, and then finally edges of U and their preimages are erased giving rise to ∼ (whether we get a lamination described in (c), (d) or (e) above depends on the relation between the major of U , the gap G and gaps of the canonical lamination of G attached to G).
In conclusion, we prove Corollary 5.5 which allows for a shorter definition of laminations from the Combinatorial Main Cubioid CU c .
Corollary 5.5. A lamination ∼ belongs to CU c if and only if it has at most one rotational periodic (hence fixed) set and for each leaf ℓ of ∼ of vertex period n there is a periodic Fatou gap of period n attached to ℓ.
Proof. The "if" part of the claim follows immediately from definitions. To prove the "only if" part of this corollary one simply has to go over different types of laminations listed in Theorem 5.4 (or in our explanation right after this theorem). Indeed, first we observe that by definition if ∼ belongs to CU c then it has at most one rotational periodic (hence fixed) set. Now, consider the second part of the claim. It is obvious for canonical laminations of quadratic invariant gaps or for canonical laminations of finite gaps of type D. In the case when the lamination ∼ is obtained as described in Case (1) of Theorem 5.4 -or, equivalently, in cases (c), (d) or (e) above -the only periodic leaves of ∼ are edges of the periodic rotational gap G (and only in the case when G is finite), so the claim follows. Finally, if Case (2) of Theorem 5.4 applies then in addition to the edges of G the lamination ∼ may also have periodic leaves ℓ which form the orbit of a major M of periodic type generating an invariant quadratic gap U from Theorem 5.4. However in that case there must exist an infinite gap attached to each such leaf ℓ which itself belongs to the orbit of the vassal gap attached to M . Thus the claim holds in this case too.
